
REPORT TO STANDING COIflVMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE

Second Australian Weeds Conference; Canberra,
August, 1960

This Conference was convened by C.S.I.R.O. for
the Australian Agricultural Council and was held at the
Hotel Ainslie Rex, Canberra, from 1st to 4th August, 1960é

Seventy delegates attended, from all States., rep-
resenting twenty -two Commonwealth and State Departments and
the University of New South Wales. Also, Mr. L.J. Matthews
of the Department of Agriculture, New Zealand, attended as
well as twenty -two representatives of companies concerned

.

with the manufacture and distribution of chemical herbi
cides in Australia.

The Conference was officially opened by Mr. J.V.
Moroney, 0.B.E., Secretary, Department of Primary Industry.

The agenda was aimed at promoting discussion on
the advances made in weed control research since the First
Australian Weed Control Conference, which was held at Rose-
worthy Agricultural College in 1954. Sixty-five papers
were prepared and distributed to delegates before the
Conference as Volume I of. the Proceedings. Further copies
of this Volume will be sent to interested Departments and
libraries in Australia.

RESOLUTIONS

Three resolutions were passed and these are.
given in Appendix A to this paper. .

Resolution 1 .-- Biological Control of Weeds;

This appears to be a matter for individual
Departments, particularly the C.S..I.R.O..

Resolution 2 - Surve of the Economic Im.ortancé Of Weeds:

It was apparent from the discussion which led to
this resolution that the delegates fully recognised the
difficulties involved in making an assessment of the econ-
omic significance of weeds in Australia. No doubt the
members of Standing Committee will be interested to hear
comments from the Bureau of Agricultural Economics.
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Resolution 3- Exehan e-óf information -' on Weeds and Weeds
Research

C,S.I.R.O. will-be prepared to assist, as it does
with some other similar Newsletters,, if this is. desired

OTHER MATTERS

There were some other matters of importance, not
dealt.with by resolution, wrhich: the Conference wished to
draw to the attention of the Standing Cómmitteee These
are referred to and comménted upón below: .

1. ,Status: , of. ;Weeds r éseárch and Extensi.ón. .. ;

The Conference regarded it as all too evident
that

(i) research and extension activities on weeds were
not commensurate with the importance of weeds
in the Australian economy.

The more basic problems of weeds and their
control were receiving little specialised
attention, and

(iii )' much of the work was a part -time effort of those
whose main work was in other fields.

The Conference therefore requested thatStanding
'Committee's attention be drawn to' the increasing complex-
ity of weeds research and to the need in our agricultural_
institutions for strong Weed Branches and specialist weeds'
officers in both research and extension. Despite the
large annual losses due -to weeds. estimated at- &.50 million
in 1956 -- there is not a single Australian University or
agricultural institution with more than a very small-pro --
portion of its resources devoted to weeds. It was con-
sidered anomalous, for example, that Australia, whose. .

economy is- heavily dependent on primary production, shóuid
have nothing remotely comparable. with the A.R.C.Unit on
Weeds in Great Britain.. Moreover, in spite of its direct.
importance to farmers, and of the ever - increasing, volume of
enquiries. about..weed. from, farmers and farmérs'.org.anitat--
ions, weeds research receives practically no support from
industry funds.



2. Spread of Weeds.

Conference discussed the spread of weeds by the
distribution of nursery stock to commercial growers - a
noteworthy example being the spread of soursob .(Oxalis pes -.

caprae) a The Conference felt. that State. authorities.....
might take steps. to ensure that potting soils used in comm-
ercial nurseries for 'open and balled plants are Sieved and
sterilized.

3. Patents and.Cópyright on Herbicides.

The Conferencé felt that Standing Committee should
be made aware of two cases where a patent-and a copyright
have'caused difficulties in that extension officers are
obliged, to refer farmers to the trade preparations of
particular companies It is not clear what, if anything;.,
can be .done, but-it is suggested that the Commonwealth'
Department of Trade or Primary Industry might'discuss the
position with the companies concerned. As reported, the
cases concern -

(i) an Australian patent by the American Chemical Paint
Company which prevents the mixing' of Amino 3- tria
zole (Amitrol) with a number of specified chemicals,
including dalapona This patent appliesio the
mi'xirig, of amitrol with these, chemicals even by a
farmers The Company in question, through its
Australian connections, market's an amitrol - dalapon
mixture of one particular proportion only, and this
is not the best or the most 'economical for-many
purposes,, and

the copyrighting of the name " Dalapom" by'the Dow
Chemical Company in Australia. Dalapon has become
accepted overseas - where it is. no longer copyright

as the common name for an important.grass herb.i -.
'cide, 2, 2-- dichloropropionic` aciá

4. Biological Control of Weeds

Attached as Appendix B, for is a
list of criteria which, the Conference has suggested, might
be applied when selecting weeds for biological control
investigations


